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1. Introduction
Breen and Pensalfini (in press, hereafter B&P) make a strong argument for
considering Arrernte, an Arandic language of Central Australia, to be a language
which lacks syllable onsets at the word level entirely, and which syllabifies all
consonants as codas. If their argument can be upheld, it will no longer be possible
to claim, as has been accepted for many years (since at least Jakobson 1962), that
all languages have CV syllables (syllables consisting of a consonant followed by a
vowel) among their inventory. This is a point of significant theoretical importance,
as in several phonological theories (including Government Phonology (Kaye,
Lowenstamm and Vergnaud 1985, Harris 1990), and Optimality Theory (Prince
and Smolensky 1993, McCarthy and Prince 1993a, b), henceforth OT), this
universal follows directly from certain primitive assumptions of the theory.
This paper shows that constraints demanding alignment between morpheme
edges and certain phonological features can be held responsible for the apparently
onsetless behaviour of Arrernte, and also for the infixing reduplications of
languages like Mangarrayi and Jingulu; two quite disparate phenomena, both of
which have proven problematic for rule-based analyses. Following on from this, it
is argued that underlying representations are nevertheless crucial to an analysis of
the phenomena discussed, and that constraints can not replace underlying
representations entirely, as has been suggested by Russell (1995), among others. It
is in fact through a change in the relative ranking of morpheme alignment
constraints and input-output faithfulness constraints that a language like Arrernte
could have developed from a phonologically more familiar language like Jingulu.
2. Does Arrernte have onsets?
Arrernte developed from a more typical Australian language in which words
were generally consonant-initial and vowel-final. Among a number of changes
which affected the language in the course of the development of modern Arrernte
(see Koch 1997 and B&P for details) were the loss of initial consonants and final
vowels. B&P claim that this resulted from a shift to syllables which lacked onsets
and required codas, so that any consonant unable to be syllabified as a coda and any
vowel that could not form a syllable with a coda went unparsed and was eventually
lost. B&P also note that consonant clusters in Arrernte consist of two segments,
with falling sonority, and for the most part the clusters which are found word-
finally are also found word-medially and vice versa. All of this is consistent with
their proposal that Arrernte syllables are of the shape VC(C).
Stronger evidence for B&P’s claim comes from the behaviour of three kinds
of reduplicating morphology and a language game. In (1) below are some examples
of the Frequentative reduplication, which applies to a verb root meaning ‘X’ to
produce a root meaning ‘keep doing X’. Tense markers are then added to the root,
as verb roots can not stand alone in Arrernte (the present /em/ is shown here and in
other relevant examples)1.
(1) a. atwer-em → atwereper-em
‘is fighting’ ‘keeps fighting’
b. empwa˘r-em→ empwa˘repa˘r-em
‘is making’ ‘keeps making’
c. akemir-em → akemirepir-em
‘is getting up’ ‘keeps getting up’
d. unt-em → untepunt-em
‘is running’ ‘keeps running’
B&P argue that the Frequentative suffix consists of a foot (two syllables),
the first of which is pre-specified as [ep] and the second of which is a reduplication
of the final VC(C) syllable of the root.
The Habitative reduplication, shown in (2), exhibits a slightly different
pattern. This process forms a noun meaning ‘an entity involved in the act of X-ing’
from a verbal root meaning ‘X’.
(2) a. a˚k- → a˚ke}na˚ke}n
‘talk’ ‘talker’
c. atwer- → atwere}nere}n
‘fight’ ‘weapon’
d. a}ter- → a}tere}nere}n
‘laugh’ ‘laughter’
The Habitative, according to B&P involves suffixing the syllable [e}n] to the
root and then reduplicating the final foot (two VC(C) syllables) of the extended
root.
Attenuative forms, producing a root meaning ‘starting to X’ or ‘X-ing a
little’ from a root meaning ‘X’, differ from the two kinds of reduplication seen thus
far in that the reduplicants are prefixes to the base:
(3) a. empwa˘r-em→ empwelpempwa˘r-em
‘making’ ‘starting to make’
b. itir-em → itelpitir-em
‘thinking’ ‘half-thinking’
c. ekut’-em → ekelpekut’-em
‘gathering’ ‘beginning to gather’
B&P argue that Attenuative reduplication involves prefixing a foot to the root,
the second syllable of which is pre-specified as [elp] and the first syllable of which
is a copy of the first VC(C) syllable of the root.
The language game Rabbit Talk, demonstrated in (4), provides further
evidence for B&P’s hypothesis. In this game, part of a word is transposed to the
end in order to create a Rabbit Talk form, not unlike English ‘Pig Latin’:
(4) a. e}n}tem → eme}n}t (‘giving’)
b. ekwe˘net’ek → e˘net’ekekw (‘to put in’)
c. alpet’ek → et’ekalp (‘to go back’)
d. i˚we}n}t → e}n}ti˚w (‘tomorrow’)
The transposition involves the initial vowel and any consonant or
consonants that immediately follow it, up to the next vowel. B&P argue that the
simplest explanation for this is to say that the initial VC(C) syllable of the word is
transposed to the end.
All of these arguments, from phonotactics to the shapes of specified,
reduplicated, and transposed morphemes, argue strongly in favour of B&P’s
hypothesis. It might seem that the only reason to argue against their proposal would
be to save the hypothesis that all languages have CV syllables. B&P themselves
present an OT analysis which allows this, having the syllable-structure constraints
ONSET and NO-CODA outranked by constraints which demand alignment between
the left edges of morphemes and vowels (ALIGN(MRPH, L, V, L)), and between the
right edges of morphemes and consonants (ALIGN(MRPH, R, C, R))2. The effect of
this analysis is that syllables at the left edge of words are vowel-initial, while
syllables in all other positions show a more familiar CV(C) syllabification. The
analysis I propose here, exemplified by the tableaux in (5) (for the Attenuative form
in (1a) and the Rabbit Talk form in (4d)), differs slightly from that in B&P in ways
which are not important to the issue immediately at hand.
(5) a.
/atwer/+/ep+R/ MAXSEG ALIGN(MRPH,L, V, L)
ALIGN(MRPH,
R, C, R)
ONSET NO-
CODA
a)   ☞ a.twe.r-e.p-er       * *
b) twer.-e.p-er *! *!   * **
c)          atw.er.-ep.-er       **!** **!**
d)            a.twer.-e.p-e     *! ** *
e)     a.twe.r-ep.-twer   *!   * **
b.
/i˚we}n}t/ → RT ALIGN(MORPH, L, V, L)
MAXSEG ANCHOR
(RT, R, BASE, L)3
ONSET
a)   ☞  e}n.}ti˚w     * *
b)             e}n}t.i˚w     * ***!
c)             ˚we}n.}ti *!      
B&P argue that their rule-based analysis, which produces the representation
demonstrated by candidate (c) in (5a) and candidate (b) in (5b), is to be preferred
over the OT analysis because the OT analysis proposes onsetless syllables wherever
there is any evidence for syllabification, and syllables with onsets only where there
is no available evidence. They also claim that their analysis provides a neat
explanation for the historical phonological changes which led to modern Arrernte:
that they resulted in large part from a shift to onsetless syllables.
However, phrase-level phonological processes provide some independent
evidence that Arrernte syllables can have onsets. Utterances, including phrases and
words uttered in isolation (citation forms) do not permit initial /e/, and commonly
epenthesize a schwa in final position (this is most common following stops, less
common following nasals, and unusual but attested after glides). Dropping of initial
/e/ results, of course, in a phrase-initial consonant, which must be an onset. Initial
/e/ dropping and final schwa epenthesis are so pervasive that Henderson and
Dobson’s (1994) dictionary cites all forms with a final ‘e’ and give no forms with
initial ‘e’ (citing them as consonant-initial instead).
These facts can be understood to follow from constraints which prefer
CV(C) syllabification to certain kinds of faithfulness. B&P analyse /e/ as being an
underlyingly placeless vowel, which obtains place features from surrounding
consonants. If this analysis is essentially correct, then the disappearance of /e/ but
not other vowels in phrase-initial position is the result of ALIGN(PHRASE, L, C, L)
(which can be viewed as a special phrasal version of ONSET) outranking IDENT-V
while being outranked by IDENT-V-PLACE. Here, the constraint IDENT-V-PLACE is
to be understood as a constraint demanding faithfulness to vowel place features, so
that vowels with place features can not be deleted, while IDENT-V is a more general
constraint requiring underlying vowels to surface. If a vowel lacks place features,
its deletion will violate IDENT-V but not IDENT-V-PLACE. Tableau (6a)
demonstrates with a phrase consisting of an underlyingly /a/-initial word while (6b)
demonstrates with a word that has an underlying initial /e/.
(6) a. /alpet’ek/ (‘to go back’)
/alpet’ek/ IDENT-V-PLACE ALIGN(PHRASE, L, C, L) IDENT-V
a)      ☞   al.pe.t’ek   *  
b)                 lpe.t’ek *!   *
b. /ekwe˘net’ek/ (‘to put in’)
/ekwe˘net’ek/ IDENT-V-PLACE ALIGN(PHRASE, L, C, L) IDENT-V
a)       e.kwe.˘ne.t’ek   *!  
b)   ☞  kwe.˘ne.t’ek     *
Note that a special phrase-level constraint (ALIGN(PHRASE, L, C, L)) is
required, and that this constraint can not simply be ONSET. As we saw in (5),
ONSET must be outranked by ALIGN(MRPH, L, V, L) in Arrernte. As a result of
this ranking, ONSET would never be able to force deletion of a phrase-initial /e/.
The constraints labelled IDENT-V-PLACE and IDENT-V are both collapsed together
under the general constraint against deletion of input segments, MAXSEG, in the
tableaux in (5).
The epenthesis of /e/ into phrase-final positions is a result of the interaction
of DEPV (no epenthetic vowel segments) with demands that the final segment of a
phrase be sonorous. This latter demand could be viewed as a family of constraints
ALIGN(PHRASE, R, SON, R) consisting of the constraints ALIGN(PHRASE, R, [-
consonantal], R), ALIGN(PHRASE, R, [+continuant], R), ALIGN(PHRASE, R,
[+nasal], R), and ALIGN(PHRASE, R, [-continuant], R)4. In other words, these
constraints are ranked in terms of the sonority of potential phrase-final elements.
Depending on the relative ranking of DEPSEG with respect to the members of this
family of constraints, schwa epenthesis will occur following certain segments and
not others. The tableaux in (7) demonstrate with a ranking which will produce
epenthesis following stops and nasals, but not liquids or glides. I assume that
constraints blocking consonant epenthesis (DEPC) and deletion (MAXC) are
undominated in Arrernte.
(7) a. /alpet’ek/ (‘to go back’)
/alpet’ek/ ALIGN(PHR,R, [-cons], R)
ALIGN(PHR,
R, [+cont], R)
DEPSE
G
ALIGN(PHR,
R, [+nas], R)
ALIGN(PHR,
R, [-cont], R)
a)        alpet’ek * *!   *  
b)
☞alpet’ek™
  * * * *
b. /itirem/ (‘thinking’)
/itirem/ ALIGN(PHR,R, [-cons], R)
ALIGN(PHR,
R, [+cont], R)
DEPSE
G
ALIGN(PHR,
R, [+nas], R)
ALIGN(PHR,
R, [-cont], R)
a)           itirem * *!     *
b) ☞  itirem™   * * * *
c. /ekel/ (‘right, OK’)
/ekel/ ALIGN(PHR,R, [-cons], R)
ALIGN(PHR,
R, [+cont], R)
DEPSE
G
ALIGN(PHR,
R, [+nas], R)
ALIGN(PHR,
R, [-cont], R)
a)    ☞     ekel *     * *
b)             ekel™   * *! * *
d. /awey/ (‘boy’)
/awey/ ALIGN(PHR,R, [-cons], R)
ALIGN(PHR,
R, [+cont], R)
DEPSE
G
ALIGN(PHR,
R, [+nas], R)
ALIGN(PHR,
R, [-cont], R)
a)   ☞    awey *     * *
b)          awey™   * *! * *
The overall ranking for Arrernte must therefore be:
(8) DEPC, MAXC, IDENT-V-PLACE >>
ALIGN(PHRASE, L, C, L), ALIGN(PHRASE, R, SON, R), DEPSEG>>
IDENT-V, ALIGN(MRPH, L, V, L), ALIGN(MRPH, R, C, R) >>
ANCHOR(RT, R, BASE, L) >>
ONSET, NO-CODA
Though not directly addressed in their article, B&P’s analysis requires re-
syllabification of some sort at the phrasal level, and they must allow for phrase-
initial consonants to serve as syllable onsets at this level following the deletion of
initial /e/. The analysis presented here requires no separate level of phrasal
phonology, as the phrase-level alignment constraints fit into the same constraint
ranking as the morpheme-level constraints (the former dominate the latter).This
analysis implies that syllables cross word boundaries phrase-internally in order to
satisfy ONSET. A phrase consisting of the words in (9a) is therefore syllabified as
in (9b).
(9) a. amp e˚kwi}n e}t a˘rek aMe˘rek
child your I see-PAST camp-at
‘I saw your child at the camp.’ (Green, 1994)
b. am.pe˚.kwi.}ne}.ta.˘re.ka.Me.˘re.k™
It seems, then, that there is some evidence for onsets in Arrernte, at least at
the phrasal level. This being the case, we can salvage CV as the basic universal
syllable shape by adopting the OT analysis that B&P reject: syllables are forced to
be onsetless and coda-bearing at phrase boundaries due to the demands of
morpheme-alignment constraints.
Admittedly, the nature of these constraints seems odd at first glance.
However, in the next section we will see the exact same constraints driving an
interesting reduplication pattern reminiscent of Arrernte in languages that
unquestionably have CV as the basic syllable type.
3. VC(C) Reduplicants in Jingulu
Mangarrayi and Jingulu, spoken hundreds of miles to the north of Arrernte
and related neither to Arrernte nor to one another, are languages which follow the
general Australian pattern of preferring syllables with onsets. While they allow
codas, morphemes generally end in vowels (both languages have some consonant-
final morphemes, though these are much rarer in Jingulu than in Mangarrayi). They
bear all the hallmarks of regular CV(C)-syllabifying languages. However, they
possess a pattern of reduplication which is reminiscent of Arrernte. Both of these
languages have a pattern of reduplication in which the reduplicant is infixed.
Jingulu examples, from Pensalfini 1997, are given in (10).
(10) a. ma˘luka → ma˘la˘luka  
‘old man’ ‘old people/people in old times’
b. nankuna → nankankuna
‘cave’ ‘cave country’
c. ja˚kiyi → ja˚ka˚kiyi
‘high’ ‘summit’
There are two possible kinds of analysis for this reduplication pattern. The
first, pursued by Jones (1998) and Harvey (1997) for Mangarrayi, holds that the
reduplicant is the second syllable of the word, and that it is an ‘imperfect’ copy of
the base in some way (/ma-˘la-˘luka/, /ja˚-ka˚-kiyi/). Jones (1998)
analyses the mismatch between reduplicant and base, where the onset appears to be
copied from the second syllable but the rime from the first, as being a result of
contiguity across syllable junctures outranking contiguity within syllables. One
issue with this analysis, raised by Pensalfini (1997), is that allowing elements
which span a syllabic juncture to have a closer bond than elements within a syllable
is contrary to the notion of syllabification, and is essentially equivalent to claiming
that the consonants spanning the juncture form a complex coda rather than a
coda+onset pair. Harvey’s (1997) analysis is based on the notion that infixal
reduplicants seek out positions of prosodic prominence within the word. His
analysis relies on codas contributing weight to syllables, which appears to be the
case in Mangarrayi, but is not true of Jingulu.
The other type of analysis, which was employed by McCarthy and Prince
(1993a) for Mangarrayi and will be used in this paper for Jingulu, treats the
sequence of VC(C) which follows the initial consonant as the reduplicant (/m-a˘l-
a˘luka/,   /j-a˚k-a˚kiyi/). Under this analysis the reduplicant is a VC(C)
sequence and does not even constitute a syllable, but rather spans two syllables
([j-a˚.k-a˚.ki.yi]). This analysis defies formalisation under an approach which
utilises either segmental or prosodic (syllable-/foot-based) templates. McCarthy and
Prince (1993a) propose that the reduplication is a result of the ranking
ALIGN(ROOT, L, PRWD, L) >> ALIGN(RED, L, STEM, L), which requires
reduplicants to align with the left edge of stems so long as this does not interrupt
alignment between the left edges of roots and words.
My proposal is essentially a variant of McCarthy and Prince’s, but which
makes use of the morpheme-alignment constraints proposed for Arrernte. The
VC(C) reduplicant shape results from the very constraints which give rise to all
morphemes in Arrernte, ALIGN(MRPH, L, V, L) and ALIGN(MRPH, R, C, R). The
infixal nature of the reduplicant results from these constraints being outranked in
Jingulu by ONSET. This is essentially the same analysis as McCarthy and Prince
(1993b) give for infixation in general. A sample tableau is given in (11).
(11)
/RED+ja˚kiyi/ FAITHIO STROLE ONSET ALIGN(MRPH,
L, V, L)
ALIGN
(MRPH,
R, C, R)
ALIGN
(RED, L,
PRWD, L)
a)           a˚.-ja˚.ki.yi     *! * *  
b)        ja˚.-ja˚.ki.yi       **! *  
c)        j-a.˚-a˚.ki.yi   *!   * * *
d) ☞ j-a˚.k-
a˚.ki.yi
      * * *
e)       ja˚.k-a˚.k-i.yi       * * **!**
f)             a˚.k-a˚.kiy *!*   *      
All of the candidates except (f) violate each of ALIGN(MRPH, L, V, L) and
ALIGN(MRPH, R, C, R at least once because the base word violates these
constraints. Candidate (f) has lost the initial consonant and final vowel of the base,
and so satisfies these constraints, but at the cost of violating the higher ranked
faithfulness constraint. The reduplicant morpheme, however, is not subject to this
constraint, and so a consonant-initial reduplicant, as in candidate (b), will always
lose out in competition with reduplicants which satisfy the morpheme structure
constraints. The constraint STROLE (originally from McCarthy and Prince 1993a) is
a base-reduplicant faithfulness constraint which requires corresponding segments to
fill the same syllabic roles (onset, nucleus, coda) in the reduplicant and in the base.
The effect of this constraint is to ensure that both consonants from the base cluster
[˚k] are copied: when only [˚] is copied, as in candidate (c), the corresponding [˚]
segments are an onset in the reduplicant but a coda in the base.
4. The development of Arrernte
There is one obvious difference between Jingulu and Arrernte, which is that
in Jingulu the vast majority of (non-reduplicant) morphemes are C-initial and V-
final, while in Arrernte all morphemes, reduplicant or not, are V-initial and C-final.
Far from being problematic to the analysis, this difference opens up the way for a
proposal regarding how Arrernte developed from a CV(C) language.
In Jingulu, the morpheme structure constraints ALIGN(MRPH, L, V, L) and
ALIGN(MRPH, R, C, R) are outranked by input-output faithfulness constraints
which prevent epenthesis and deletion of segments. As a result of this ranking, the
only time that ALIGN(MRPH, L, V, L) and ALIGN(MRPH, R, C, R) have any effect
is when there is no underlying segmental representation in the input. The result is
the ‘emergence of the unmarked’ morpheme shape in the case of reduplicants only.
An input which consists of a segmental representation, such as /ja˚kiyi/, will
always surface as [ja˚kiyi], and never as *[a˚kiy], due to the high-ranking
faithfulness constraints (see (11) for an example). However, a morpheme that
exists in the input only as /RED/ (a reduplicant) has no underlying segmental form,
and therefore segmental faithfulness constraints will not apply to it. The lower-
ranked morpheme structure constraints ALIGN(MRPH, L, V, L) and ALIGN(MRPH,
R, C, R) will thus ensure that the morpheme surfaces with an initial vowel and a
final consonant.
Suppose that an ancestor language to modern Arrernte had a ranking like
that of Jingulu, but that at some point the morpheme structure constraints
(ALIGN(MRPH, L, V, L) and ALIGN(MRPH, R, C, R)) came to be ranked above
segmental input-output faithfulness constraints. The result of this would be the loss
of morpheme-initial consonants and morpheme-final vowels, which we know
happened at some point in the development of Arrernte. This is demonstrated for a
hypothetical input /˚ali/ in (12).
(12)
/˚ali/ ALIGN(MRPH, L, V, L) ALIGN(MRPH, R, C, R) FAITH
a)            ˚ali *! *!  
b)              ˚al *!   *
c)               ali   *! *
d)    ☞      al     **
This analysis predicts that VC(C) reduplicants preceded the generalisation of
V-initial and C-final to all morphemes in Arrernte. Unfortunately, as Koch (1997)
and B&P point out, all the languages of Arrernte’s subgroup have undergone the
same sound changes, and there is no evidence for whether the appearance of VC(C)
reduplicants preceded the loss of initial consonants and final vowels or vice versa.
However, the existence of languages like Jingulu and Mangarrayi, though
unrelated, suggests that it is quite conceivable for a language to have a reduplicant
shape that does not fit the general syllabification pattern or the general shape of
morphemes in the language (Tzeltal and some Salish languages may provide further
examples of VC reduplicants in CV languages, and these languages await
exploration in terms of the analysis proposed here).
The analysis in this and the preceding section suggests that morpheme
structure constraints interact with input-output faithfulness constraints. It is this
interaction which gives us the Jingulu reduplication pattern, and which allows for
the development of Arrernte from a CV(C) language, having gone through a stage
such as that represented by Jingulu. This crucial interaction between input-output
correspondence and morpheme structure constraints argues against an approach
such as that taken by Russell (1995), who argues that input-output correspondence
(and in fact inputs themselves) can be discarded in favour of language-specific
morpheme structure constraints.
5. Conclusion
Optimality Theory, by providing a way in which morpheme structure
constraints can interact with universal markedness and constituency constraints, is
able to solve puzzles which have proven recalcitrant to analysis in terms of rule-
ordering. It can account for Arrernte’s reduplicative and transposing morphology
and its phrasal phonology without abandoning the long-standing claim that all
languages have syllables with onsets and no codas (CV) as the unmarked type. It is
able to account for the infixing reduplicants of Jingulu, and to draw a parallel
between these and Arrernte reduplicants, providing a possible explanation as to the
development of the modern Arrernte morpheme.
In order to achieve all of these results, however, it is important to
understand that morpheme structure constraints interact with a variety of
faithfulness constraints, and that input-output faithfulness is needed in addition to
language-specific morpheme structure constraints.
Appendix 1: Arrernte consonants
peripheral coronal
laminal apical
bilabial velar dental alveolar alveolar retroflex
stop p k }t t’ t ˘t
nasal m ˚ }n n’ n ˘n
pre-stopped nasal M G }N N’ N ˘N
lateral }l l’ l ˘l
tap r
glide w h y ˘r
                                                
Notes
*
 Thanks go to Lynn Berry, Gavan Breen, Yoon-Jung Kang, Cheryl Zoll, and participants in the
MIT Phonology Circle and my classes at the University of Chicago for helpful and insightful
comments and questions. Usual disclaimers.
1
 A table of Arrernte consonants with the transcription used in this paper is given in Appendix 1.
This is the same system used in B&P.
2
 V and C can be understood to stand for the features [-consonantal] and [+consonantal]
respectively. An alternate formulation for ALIGN(MRPH, L, V, L) might be ALIGN(MRPH, L,
HD(σ), L), which aligns the left edge of morphemes with syllable nuclei (vowels), but no such
equivalent is available for ALIGN(MRPH, R, C, R).
3
 This cross-anchoring constraint requires the segment at the right edge of the Rabbit Talk output
to correspond to the segment at the left edge of the base that forms the input. A violation is
incurred for each segment standing between the right edge of the Rabbit Talk form and the segment
which corresponds to the base’s leftmost element.
4
 Assuming that [±continuant] depends on the specification [+consonantal].
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